EXPOSED: FRESHMEN SCHEME TO ATTEND SR. HOUSING LOTTO

Please report unusually tall overcoats and wobbly midriffs

In this issue: Songs celebrating our great progenitor

---

Accepted Students

Dismayed That Hamilton is Not Like Hamilton

Not amazed and astonished

By Ms. Graaff '18

Spring Awakening Not Woke Enough Dept. (GATHERED AROUND THE AL HAM STAT-UE) This Monday, a crowd of accepted students descended on the Hill, eager to discover whether they were cut out for Hamilton's academic rigor, intense isolation, and nine straight months of weather as perfect as that of accepted students' day. A significant number, however, were intensely confused by the lack of 18th century dress, random bouts of hip-hop, and the fact that the small campus is 75% white.

"Quite frankly, once I learned all the words to Hamilton, the next step—coming here—was obvious. I wrote my application essay on the sexual tension between Alexander Hamilton and John Laurens. I expected way more wiggety accepted student Tyler Wilson declared as he searched for Yorktown on the campus map.

Another visitor to the campus, Maria Leckler, was outraged that accepted students' day did not include a single instance of students randomly bursting into song. "I mean, this is Hamilton's own college! Don't the people here know that? It's like they don't understand the holy ground upon which they walk!"

---

Campus Derates Whether Student Studying Abroad is an Asshole

Remains blissfully unaware

STDs Unrecognized In the U.S. Dept.

By Mr. Burns '17

(NOT THE PLACE WHERE PEOPLE WANT TO HEAR ABOUT YOUR "LIFE-CHANGING EXPERIENCE") With Kevin Evans '17 abroad, seemingly for the sole intention of changing his profile picture every week, the remaining College community has had the opportunity to objectively evaluate his reputation. Just as they do for professors who take a poorly-timed sabbatical, Hamilton's officially appointed Judges of Character (who have meetings at the salad bar in Commons on Wednesdays) gathered to conduct a trial to determine whether Evans will be welcomed back as a hero or ostracized as a pariah.

Evans is currently studying abroad in Liechtenstein, which he chose for having a lit YikYak and having a national motto "smoke weed every day." He is remembered from last semester by several students as being alternately "blond," "no wait, not blond," or "there.

However, the ongoing deliberation of the Judges of Character paints a different picture of the Hamilton escapee.

"Kevin Evans? You should know this about him before he comes back—he's a pretentious prick," Matt Turner '17 said while pouring vodka and Fanta into a trasht can. "He talks way too much during class. Meaning, he actually talks during class. Next.

"He's not that bad," Turner's friend Eugene Lerner '18 said. "Although I think he did try to flirt with my girlfriend two semesters ago…"

"And didn't he cut in line in front of you at Diner Bi?" asked Turner.

"Oh yeah," Lerner said, crumpling up his copy of Fanta and vodka in anger. "Actually I forgot I said anything nice about him.

"People think he's a nice guy, but Kevin Evans is really a misogynistic pig," said Amelia Bauer '17, who heard a secondhand account of something Evans may or may not have said. "I'm really glad he's gone. I hope he stays in the ass crack between Switzerland and Austria."

Even Johann Habanero '17, Evans' best friend for three and a half years, has found his Diner fries salted with tears in the wake of the ex-pat's betrayal.

"He hasn't Snapchatted me in a week AND he didn't pay me back for when we went out to Applebee's on Winter Break," said Habanero. "Plus, it's probably nice where he is and it's fucking snowing here. Fuck him."

"See Rumors Hurt," continued on the back page.
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Dear Ed,

I tried reaching you a few times over the past day, but you seem to be busy. I would sincerely like to settle this dispute amicably as we are neighbors, but I really am having a hard time living with your truck wedged in my family room wall. I tried reaching you a few times over the past day, but you seem to be busy. I would sincerely like to settle this dispute amicably as we are neighbors, but I really am having a hard time living with your truck wedged in my family room wall.

Jerry Greenton

Sincerely,

Jerry Greenton